About KRIPA OVERSEAS CONSULTANCY SERVICES PVT. LTD
KRIPA OVERSEAS CONSULTANCY SERVICES PVT LTD is fastest growing company in immigration world. A company incorporated
under company act 1956.
KRIPA OVERSEAS CONSULTANCY SERVICES PVT LTD is ranked as the leading consultancy and service provider of VISA process in
India and abroad as the most trusted brand in India
We are providing extensive range of travel product and services in metro cities as well as small cities. incepted for catering the need of
hole immigration sector. Wehave provided a niche in ﬁeld of online information by going worldwide rang customers allover the India.
We steadily establishing ourselves across India and the world.

Why Choose Us?
Complete Immigration Support
Quickest Paper Work and Documentation with Complete ﬁle Preparation
Transparent Process and Costs
Personal Attention
Professional Guidance by Qualiﬁed Experts
One Stop Solution for All Your Overseas Career Needs

SERVICES Provide By Kripa Overseas Consultancy Services PVT LTD
Visitors Visa
Business Visa
Student Visa
PR for Selected Countries
KO DOES NOT COMMIT OR GUARANTEES 100% VISA

EUROPE
Europe is a continent

located entirely in the Northern

Hemisphere and mostly in the Eastern Hemisphere.
Europe is bordered by the Arctic Ocean to the north, the
Atlantic Ocean to the west, and the Mediterranean Sea
to the south. it comprises the westernmost part of Eurasia.
Europe is generally considered as Separated from Asia by
the Watershed Dividers of the Ural and Caucasus Mountains,
the Ural River, the Caspian and Black Seas, and the waterways
of the Turkish Straits. Yet the non-oceanic borders of Europe a
concept dating back to Classical Antiquity are arbitrary and
amount to a historical and Social Construct. The primarily
Physiographic term "continent" as applied to Europe also
incorporates Cultural and Political elements whose
discontinuities are not always reﬂected by the continent's
current overland boundary with Asia.

Schengen Visa Information
A Schengen Visa is the document issued by the appropriate authorities to the interested party for visiting,
travelling to and within the Schengen Area. the Schengen Area is comprised of 26 countries that have
agreed to allow free movement of their citizens within this area as a single country. Of the 26 countries
bound by the Schengen Agreement, 22 are part of the EU and the other 4 are part of the EFTA.
Schengen area covers the majority of European Countries, except for the United Kingdom and countries such as
Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus and Ireland soon to be part of the agreement. However, there are countries that
are not part of the EU like Norway, Iceland, Switzerland and Lichtenstein yet do belong in the Schengen area and
cherish the free movement policy

The Schengen Member States
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Liechtenstein
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CANADA
Canada is a country in the northern part of North America.
Its Ten Provinces and three territories extend from the Atlantic
to the Paciﬁc and northward into the Arctic Ocean, covering
9.98 million square kilometers (3.85 million square miles),
making it the world's Second Largest Country by total area
and the fourth Largest Country by land Area Canada's southern
border with the United States is the world's longest bi-national
land border. The majority of the country has a cold or severely cold
winter climate, but southerly areas are warm in summer.
Canada is sparsely populated, the majority of its land territory
being dominated by forest and tundra and the Rocky Mountains.
It is highly Urbanized with 82 per cent of the 35.15 million
people concentrated in large and medium sized cities, many
near the southern border. Its capital is Ottawa, and its Largest
Metropolitan Areas are Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver
Canada is a Developed Country and has the Fifteen Highest nominal per capita income globally as well as the Tenth Highest ranking in
the Human Development Index. It Ranks among the Highest in international measurements of government transparency, civil liberties,
quality of life, economic freedom, and education. Canada is a Realm within the Commonwealth of Nations, a member of the Francophonie,
and part of several major international and intergovernmental institutions or groupings including the United Nations, the North Atlantic
Treaty Origination, the G7(formerly G8), the Group of Ten, the G20, the North American Free Trade Agreement and the Asia Paciﬁc Economic
Cooperation forum.

Provinces of Canada
Alberta

North West Territory

Manitoba

Quebec

Labrador

Prince Edward Island

Newfoundland

Yukon

New Brunswick

Saskatchewen

Nunavut

Nova Scotia

British Columbia

Ontario
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AUSTRALIA
Australia ofﬁcially the Commonwealth of Australia, is a sovereign
country comprisingthe mainland of the Australian Continent, the
island of Tasmania and numerous Smaller Islands. It is the largest
country in Oceaniaand the world's Sixth Largest Country by total
Area. The neighboring countries are Papua New Guinea, Indonesia
and East Timor to the north; the Solomon Island and Vanuata to
the north-east; and New Zealand to the south-east. Australia's capital
is Canberra, and its largest Urban Area is Sidney.
The climate of Australia is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by ocean
currents, including the Indian Ocean

Dipole and the El Nino

Southern Oscillation,which is correlated with periodic Drought,
and the seasonal tropical low-pressure system that produces Cyclones
in northern Australia. These factors cause rainfall to vary markedly
from year to year. Much of the northern part of the country has a tropical,
predominantly summer-rainfall (monsoon).The South West Corner of the
Country has a Mediterranean Climate. The south-east ranges from Oceanic
(Tasmania and coastal Victoria) to Humid Subtropical (upper half of New
South Wales). The interior is Arid to Semi Arid.

Australian States and Territories

Australian Capital Cities

Australian Capital Territory

Adelaide

New South Wales

Brisbane

Victoria

Canberra

Queensland

Darwin

South Australia

Hobart

Western Australia

Melbourne

Tasmania

Perth

Northern Territory

Sydney
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MALASIYA

Malaysia is a Federal Constitutional monarchy located in Southeast Asia. It consists of thirteen states and three federal territories and has a
total landmass of 330,803 square kilometers(127,720 sq mi) separated by the South China Sea into two similarly sized regions, Peninsular
Malaysia and East Malaysia (Malaysian Borneo). Peninsular Malaysia shares a land and maritime border with Thailand and maritime borders
with Singapore, Vietnam, and Indonesia. East Malaysia shares land and maritime borders with Brunei and Indonesia and a maritime border
with the Philippines and Vietnam. The capital city is Kuala Lumpur, while Putrajaya is the seat of the federal government. With a population of
over 30 million, Malaysia is the 44th Most Populous Country. The southernmost point of continental Eurasia, Tanjungpiai, is in Malaysia.
Located in the Tropics Malaysia is one of 17 megadiverse countries on earth, with large numbers of endemic Species
Malaysia is majorly can be divided into two regions, East and West Malaysia, below is the state lists of both

WEST MALAYSIA

EAST MALAYSIA

JOHOR

MELAKA

PERAK

KEDAH

NEGERI SEMBILAN

PERLIS

SABAH

KELANTAN

PAHANG

PUTRAJAYA SELANGOR

SARAWAK

KUALA LUMPUR

PENANG

TERENGGANU

SEA

LABUAN
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KNOW YOUR VISA
Student Visa
Europe Student Schengen Visa
The students who are not citizens of any European country yet still wish to come and study in Europe must apply for Schengen
student visa. Together with the visa, if the duration of the studies is longer than 90 days as it happens with most of the students
that wish to complete a whole academic year or even more, students must also apply for the residency permit that allows you to
reside in the designated country for a period of one whole year
Canada Student Visa
Canada Student Visa is known as S1 visa which can be valid from 4 months to 5 years based on the course selected by the
individual, however the S1 visa holders are not allowed to work in Canada, for a student to work in Canada, candidate has to
apply for SW -1 visa which would make them eligible for work part time along with studies.
Australia Student Visa
Australian student visa is called as Subclass 500 visa, which allows international students to travel to and from Australia and live in
Australia while they undertake a full-time course of study. There are many different courses an international student may enroll in,
and it is possible to apply for permission to work part-time while studying.

Tourist Visa
Tourist visa is a kind of visa that allows you to goto a respective country for a limited period and then return to the belonging
country, the validity of the Tourist visa can be for few hours, few days or few months, depending upon the documents submitted
by the applicant and the eligibility of the applicant. The Canadian tourist visa is known as V1 visa, Europe Tourist visa is known
as Schengen Tourist visa and Australian Tourist Visa is known as Subclass 600

Business Visa
A Business Visa is given those who are doing business in India such as making sales or establishing contacts on behalf of a
company outside of India. Business visas may be valid for three months to one year or more with single or multiple entries.
However, the period of stay (for each visit) under this category is limited to six months only.
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Possible Reasons for visa Refusal
In general, an applicant may be refused a visa if he or she does not meet the requirements for admission or entry
under that country's immigration laws. More speciﬁcally, a visa may be denied or refused when the applicant

· has committed fraud, deception or misrepresentation in his or her current application as
well as in a previous application.
· has obtained a criminal record, has been arrested, or has criminal charges pending.
· is considered to be a threat to national security.
· does not have a good moral character.
· has previous visa/immigration violations (even if the violations didn't happen in the country
the applicant is seeking a visa for)
· had their previous visa application(s) or application for immigration beneﬁts refused and
cannot prove that the reasons for the previous refusals no longer exist or are not applicable
any more (even if the refusals didn't previously happen in the country the applicant is seeking
a visa for)
· cannot prove to have strong ties to their current country of nationality or residence (for those
who are applying for temporary or non-immigrant visas)
· intends to reside or work permanently in the country she/he will visit if not applying for an
immigrant or work visa respectively
· fails to demonstrate intent to return (for non-immigrants)
· fails to provide sufﬁcient evidence/documents to prove eligibility for the visa sought after
· does not have a legitimate reason for the journey
· has no visible means of sustenance
· does not have travel arrangements (i.e. transport and lodging) in the destination country
· does not have health/travel insurance valid for the destination and the duration of stay
· has a sexually transmitted disease
· is applying on excessively short notice without an exceptionally justiﬁable reason
· is a citizen of a country to which the destination country is hostile
· has previously visited, or intends to visit, a country to which the destination country is hostile
· has a communicable disease, such as tuberculosis
· has a passport that expires too soon
· didn't use a previously issued visa at all without a valid reason (e.g., a trip cancellation due
to a family emergency)
Even if a traveler does not need a visa, the aforementioned criteria can also be used by border police to refuse the
traveler entry into the country in question
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Beneﬁts Of Enrolling With
Kripa Overseas
. Fastest process time
. Least documentation
. High success rate
. Highest Refund if visa gets rejected
. Free Reapply option if visa gets rejected
. Lowest processing fees
. Real time application tracking facility
. End to End help and support by leaders
. Transparent process and procedure
. Wide range of options to provide
. NO CASH dealing, all the money that KO charges gets directly into account via Cheque DD or
Online transfer, we do not accept Cash
. File submission done by applicant only, KO insists that applicant should submit the ﬁle by
self
. We do not take passport from applicant neither we take any original document by the applicant
. KO is committed to the time lines which are assigned
. KO commits the ﬁle submission in respective visa center within 45 working days from the day
applicant enrolls else 100% amount is given back to the applicant
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NOTES
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HEAD OFFICE :

Kripa Overseas, 102, Ground Floor, Anand Banglow, Plot No. 4 & 6,
Sector - 19, Road No. 13, New Panvel ,Navi Mumbai - 410206.

BRANCH OFFICE :
Kripa Overseas, 430, Fourth Floor, C/o Regus, Gumidelli Towers,
Above Reliance Trends, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016
Kripa Overseas, 103, First Floor, Vaishnavi Plaza, Opp. to DPS,
Diamond Point, Bowenpally, Secunderabad - 500011

CONTACT DETAILS :
022-27458778, 040 - 67043743 / 040- 48520135
Website : www.kripaoverseas.co.in
Email Id: info@kripaoverseas.co.in
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